Provider
Enrollment and
Credentialing

Have more important things to read than payer forms?
Provider Enrollment and Credentialing for you and your practice.

Confused about
which documents
you need for
enrollment?

Do you often miss
deadlines for
revalidation or
relicensing?

Do you have
trouble lling
out lengthy
payer forms?

Whether you are a new practice or just new to
CIPROMS, we will ensure a smooth transition.
Because enrolling physicians and other healthcare providers with Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial payers is step one in
effectively managing the billing cycle. From applying for a National Provider Identifier (NPI) to completing the CAQH profile,
from initial set up with payers to relicensing and revalidation, we keep track of which forms need to be completed by whom
and when. And we send gentle reminders when forms are overdue. Other services include:

• Providing a list of information and supporting documents

• Applying for an NPI and initiating all paperwork needed

•

•

needed for enrollment, then we fill out the forms and
attach the necessary paperwork. All you do is sign!
Reminders to providers when their licenses are about to
expire and instructions for relicensing.

trained workforce
Our team specializes in the
highly detailed process of
coordinating provider
credentials to ensure quick and
complete enrollment for
maximum reimbursement.

individual attention
We work with each member of
your team individually to ensure
successful enrollment with all
government and contracted
commercial plans.

Experience. Integrity. Advocacy.
fi

with contracted commercial and government plans when
you hire a new physician or allied health provider.
Completing the necessary paperwork for all Medicare and
Medicaid revalidations on your behalf.

conveniently packaged
Our provider enrollment and
credentialing services are available
in a stand-alone option or
conveniently bundled with your
full-service medical billing.
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